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Pete’s Mutterings  ….  Hoo boy!  

   
 

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS – MYTHS, HYPE AND SILVER PLATED TURDS  

I need to say a thing or two and you should be aware of some of the hype propagated by a small number of individuals particularly on some 
of the WW forums - “cheap Chinese junk” – I think NOT! 
 

1. My blurb on all my kits is pretty detailed and I make no bones about what capacitors I use and why. 
2. There many myths and nonsense spread around the WWW forums by amateurs that have very little real engineering or scientific basis except to 

hide behind a brand name elevating it to cult status. Indeed some of these misguided folk verge on fanaticism and love to see their name in print.  
3. There are many fine Taiwanese component manufacturers and in particular the ones I use I have been dealing with for over 14 years. Not just in 

classic audio but in my previous business involved in motor speed controls in air conditioning and building management systems. At a rough 
estimate probably more that 10 million capacitors amongst other "Taiwanese" components that I have used in the equipment I have been 
responsible for designing, manufacturing or repairing. There are also many fine electronic manufacturers in China – yes some rip offs but frankly 
getting less as the years go on. 

4. It wasn't too many years ago when misinformed people loved to castigate the Japanese - "jap crap" and that included Nichicon, Panasonic and 
Elna. If you dig deep you will find that there is a "consortium" of manufacturers" that cooperate / are inter owned and most use factories in 
Taiwan and China to make their components with their brand name added as but a printed shrink wrapping on the outside. Most Japanese 
capacitors are manufactured in China. 

5. I very carefully evaluate ALL brand capacitors and indeed every so often when a new one comes along or a different incarnation. This is based 
on rigorous scientific principles and appropriate engineering practice. I am qualified in both disciplines to a tertiary level. Further, I constantly QC 
all the capacitors I use and supply. 

6. Age and shelf life.  Electrolytic and large capacity suppression Capacitors are at risk if simply left on a shelf. Indeed one of the manufacturers 
quote shelf life as 3 – 5 years without being powered. (manufacturer’s who actually quote this are far and few between!). This is to do with the 
forming process on the plates which degrades over time and without power applied. Capacitor longevity is in fact directly related to how often 
they are used. Sitting idle – is not good whether sitting on a shelf or in a machine that hasn’t been powered for years. (Has anyone ever 
explained why when you switched an old machine on there is often smoke – think about it!)  Many of the brand name capacitors for sale on the 
WWW are old stock – OLD  – some perhaps more than 10 years!! 

 
Right up front.  YES, the electrolytic, suppression and motor capacitors I supply are made in Taiwan by two companies I respect and have 
been dealing with for more than 14 years. My motor capacitors are also made by a sister company in Taiwan to my specifications. These 
people have become like family and they often go out of their way to manufacture exactly what I require. In some instances the MOQ is 
5000 pieces. So hopefully you appreciate my commitment in the whole scheme of things.  
There is too much hype and ignorance sprouted by so called experts on capacitors. Most of it is silly nonsense from an ego perspective 
hiding behind name brand without really understanding or appreciating the nitty gritty. What Nagravox supplies, is what  I consider to be the 
best available and most importantly freshly manufactured – not NOS or stock that has been sitting on a shelf for 10 years or more and 
degraded. Of course I could supply Panasonic or Nichicon or Philips or Elna so called “high grade caps” – but I don’t and for some very 
good reasons, not the least of which is that they are expensive for what they really are hiding behind a brand name and many just do not cut 
the mustard in terms of specs and tests when you actually bother to rigorously test them. I don’t want to go into the finer technicalities or 
science or even enter the sometimes silly debate and hype. It suffices to say that some really important considerations are: 
 

• How old is the capacitor since it was manufactured? 
• How does it test for electrical leakage under likely working conditions 
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FACTS 
 

• Age and Use. Many if not most so called name brand capacitors have been sitting on a shelf for 10 or more years. They are called 
“new”. The problem is that capacitors degrade over time – just like we age – no matter what we do! This degradation many 
manufacturers, distributors and retailers neglect to tell you about. Electrolytic capacitors have a finite life whether sitting on a shelf 
or actually in a machine under working conditions and usually it is quoted with respect to temperature. 80 or 105C in many cases 
means the capacitor will last within tolerance ranges quoted up to 2000/3000/5000 hours at that temperature BUT will last longer 
on an exponential scale the lower the temperature (to a minimum limit).  The safe useful life in normal ambient conditions is 
probably approximately 20 years. So, the question to ask of  your retailer is, “how old is that gold plated name brand capacitor 
since it was manufactured?” Age and shelf life.  Electrolytic and large capacity suppression Capacitors are at risk if simply left on a 
shelf. Indeed one of the manufacturers quote shelf life as 3 – 5 years without being powered. (manufacturers who actually quote 
this are far and few between by the way!). This is to do with the forming process on the plates which degrades over time and 
without power applied. Capacitor longevity is in fact directly related to how often they are used. Sitting idle – is not good whether 
sitting on a shelf or in a machine that hasn’t been powered for years. (Has anyone ever explained why when you switched an old 
machine on there is often smoke – think about it!)  Many of the brand name capacitors for sale on the WWW are old FULL STOP! 
– some perhaps more than 10 years. 

• Capacitance and tolerance is important of course but …  I have found that measuring the leakage is a crucial indicator of the 
manufacturing process and materials used. The lower the leakage over a fixed time measurement period, the higher the grade 
and purity of the electrolyte and also manufacturing process. Most manufacturers don’t bother to quote “leakage” but I bother to 
test for it! To me it’s as important as capacitance, tolerance and maximum working voltage not name brand. 

• Name brands these days are often not even manufactured anymore by the name manufacturer as they might have been in the 
past.  Many if not most electronic manufacturers actually sub contract manufacture to smaller specialist manufacturers in China. 
Don’t slate capacitor manufacturers in China or Taiwan as inferior because most name brands are made there anyway. Indeed 
perhaps even in the same factory that also produces “Bang Good best Capacitor” at a 1/4 of the price. 

 
DILEMMA OVER REPLACING AXIAL WITH RADIAL. 

Oh yes, I also admit  – some capacitors I supply are radial but the originals are axial.  Am I lazy to source axial or perhaps just flippant in what might be the 
easiest to supply? DEFINITELY NOT. 
The answer really devolves to the points made above.  The fact is that axial capacitors are by and large not manufactured or used in modern electronics to 
the extent they were in the old days. So it follows that they are simply not made anymore and have not been so for a number of years. Many if not most for 
sale are NOS  and old stock maybe even 10+ years old!  Some smaller manufacturers occasionally will do a run of axial caps for odd ball characters like 
me – larger manufacturers are not interested unless you order a million or so with long lead times and convoluted distributors and agent supply chains 
adding huge mark-ups to overall cost. In a nutshell – I continually look for new good quality axial capacitors.  Some I have found and I ensure they are new 
manufactured and these I supply. Eg Revox, B77, A700 and various Studer machines mainly in the power supply, stabiliser and audio line output stages 
where the physical size and shape are more difficult to fit radial. Sometimes I may even find some “Bang Good” ones that test well (maybe I am kidding??) 
Others, particularly in the signal processing stages I prefer the highest grade radial types because they are the highest grade available and that in my 
opinion is the best replacement to use. (High grade – appropriate specs and low  leakage). What you get in any kit from me is the best I consider available 
at the time for that machine. That you may have to fit a radial in place of an axial is not the end of the world some would have you believe.  In some 
instances (very few) I supply 2x radials which need to be connected in series to either give a non polarized or polarized capacitor  (A77, B77 and A700)  – 
this is done for very very good reason – not convenience or laziness! 
FYI, these are the axials I have specifically had made for me fresh, new and I stock as at Feb 2016 and I re-order roughly once a year. 
 

47UF, 50V, 6*13  105C 
100UF, 50V, 8*14  105C 
220UF, 50V, 10*20  105C 
470uF 50V 13*26 105C 
1000UF 35V, 13*26  105C 
2200UF, 25V, 16*28  105C 
2200uf 50V  2200uf 18*36  105C 
3300UF, 50V, 22*42  105C 
4700UF, 25V, 18*36  105C 

  
Nay Sayers, forum experts and die-hards there will always be and good luck to them. To question and get a range of opinion in our largely democratic 
world is of course a good thing and every persons right to be heard. I suffices to say that I remain comfortable and confident in what I supply whether it 
comes from the EU (where I have my VU meters manufactured), the UK  or Australia (where I have my felts and shims made), components I fabricate 
myself or Taiwan or even China where I have other components made or sourced. I hope this answers and allays doubt or skepticism some people may 
have because of some of the misinformation out there. 
  


